The Library Newsletter in Physics is a new media of information, and will be sent 3-4 times per year to keep you informed on Library activities and (new) services in your domain.

These days at the library

“Empower your writing process”

the half-day seminar for PhD students is back! The module 2 is scheduled on September 3rd, program and registration are available on the library’s website.

Research Data Management: a new email address to answer your questions

The EPFL Library, the Research Office and the VPSI are setting up a collaborative service to support your research data management strategies.

To answer any query you may have on:

- How to manage the data produced in the course of your research projects and activities
- How to set up a data management plan that may be part of your funding agencies’ requirements
- How to store produced data

Feel free to contact the service at the following address: datamanagementplan@epfl.ch

For further information:

- Flash Journal interne d’information et d’opinion, N°04, 21.05.15, pp. 16-19
- DMP at EPFL
- Open Research Data Pilot

Teaching support

It is time to check new titles for the Teaching collection!

The Teaching Collection [in French Collection d’enseignement] gathers the books related to the courses given at EPFL (Bachelor and Master cycle) and most recommended by teachers as a support to their courses. They are available in several copies at the Library and in electronic version if possible.

It is time to send your acquisition proposals to your liaison librarian. Thus the books will be available at the Library for the beginning of the Fall Semester 2015.

Many physics books already available online

Serway/Jewett  Giancoli  Optique/Hecht  Mécanique/Ansermet  Hewitt
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT…

"Rational Bibliographic" is the brand new guide for writing bibliographic references produced by the EPFL Library. It will help you cite correctly 26 different types of documents.

You need to cite a book chapter, an article from a scientific journal, a thesis or conference proceedings?

“It is normal that a large part of a written work should be based on what others have already created or discovered. The resulting written work, whatever its nature, must however comply with the following rules in order to avoid any form of plagiarism.” as mentioned in the preamble LEX 1.3.3 by EPFL.

The EPFL Library provides students, PhD candidates, researchers and faculty with numerous resources addressing the citation rules in the context of students’ work, scientific publication or the production of course documentation.

Resources available:
- Website citation.epfl.ch
- Guide for the writing of bibliographic references “Rational Bibliographic” (in French)
- Video tutorials “Citer correctement ses sources” and “Rédiger une bibliographie” (in French)
- Bibliography and debate « Plagiat, fraude des flemmards ou fléau du savoir ? » (in French)
- *Exhibition « Incollable sur la citation ? Testez-vous ! » (in French)

LIBRARY COMMITTEE

The Library Committee [in French: Commission de bibliothèque = COB] meets twice a year; it is composed of representatives of the various sections and Faculties of the EPFL as well as representatives of the Library of the EPFL.

The role of your COB representative is to relay, within the Physics institutes and sections, all information, proposals or requests from the library and to communicate the needs in terms of scientific and technical information (collections, services...) to your liaison librarian.

CONTACT PERSONS

Your liaison librarian
Simon PASQUIER
simon.pasquier@epfl.ch

Your COB representative
Prof Paolo DE LOS RIOS
paolo.delosrios@epfl.ch